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A BSTRACT
In this paper, we propose a generative model, called ROOTS (Representation
of Object-Oriented Three-dimension Scenes), for unsupervised object-wise 3Dscene decomposition and and rendering. For 3D scene modeling, ROOTS bases
on the Generative Query Networks (GQN) framework, but unlike GQN, provides
object-oriented representation decomposition. The inferred object-representation
of ROOTS is 3D in the sense that it is viewpoint invariant as the full scene representation of GQN is so. ROOTS also provides hierarchical object-oriented representation: at 3D global-scene level and at 2D local-image level. We achieve this
without performance degradation. In experiments on datasets of 3D rooms with
multiple objects, we demonstrate the above properties by focusing on its abilities
for disentanglement, compositionality, and generalization in comparison to GQN.
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I NTRODUCTION

The shortcomings of contemporary deep learning such as interpretability, sample efficiency, ability
for reasoning and causal inference, and transferability and compositionality, are where the symbolic
AI has traditionally shown its strengths. One of the grand challenges in machine learning is thus to
make deep learning embrace the benefits of symbolic representation so that symbolic entities can
emerge from a high-dimensional observation like a visual scene.
Particularly, for learning from visual observations of the physical world, such representation should
consider the following criteria. First, it should focus on objects (and their relations). Objects and
relations are the foundational entities of the physical world and can be considered as the basic unit
for which we can build a factorized model. Representation supporting such object-wise factorization will help compositionality and transferability by making the object representation a reusable
module. Second, being three-dimensional (3D) is a decisive property of physical world and thus the
representation should also reflect it. We humans, equipped with such 3D representation in our brain,
can retain consistency on the identity of an observed object even if it is observed from different viewpoints which result in quite different appearances of the object. Besides, we can infer and imagine
the whole scene from these limited partial perspectives. Lastly, learning such representation should
be unsupervised. Although there have been remarkable advances in supervised approaches to object
perception (Redmon et al., 2016; Ren et al., 2015; Long et al., 2015), it should be learned without supervision as we humans do. This unsupervised approach not only avoids expensive labeling efforts,
but also allows adaptability and flexibility to downstream task’s goals. This is important because
the definition of “objectness” itself can vary depending on the situation. In addition, unsupervised
learning should help better generalization for new types of objects.
In this paper, we propose a probabilistic generative model that can learn, without supervision, objectoriented representation from partial 2D observations of a 3D scene. We call the proposed model
ROOTS (Representing Object-Oriented Three-dimensional Scenes). To this end, we base our model
on the Generative Query Networks (GQN) (Eslami et al., 2018). The GQN, as a conditional latent
variable model, provides the methodological framework to learn a latent representation of a 3D scene
from 2D observations and the corresponding viewpoints. However, unlike GQN which provides a
representation encoding a whole 3D scene into a single continuous vector, the scene representation of
ROOTS is factorized into object representations per object exiting in the 3D scene while modeling
a background representation separately for the remaining part. Thus, from 2D images containing
multiple objects with occlusion and partial observation, ROOTS can extract and build a model of
an object that is interpretable, composible, and transferable. In addition, ROOTS also provides the
object-factorized representation hierarchically: one for a global 3D scene and another for local 2D
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images. In experiments, we show the above abilities of ROOTS for the 3D-Room dataset which
contains images of 3D rooms with several objects with different colors and shapes.
The contributions of the paper are: (i) We proposed a generative model that detects objects, extract background, and learn representation of object-wise 3D model from 2D partial observations.
(ii) This is the first unsupervised model that can identify objects in a 3D scene. (iii) We demonstrate various advantages of the extracted and learned object representation including interpretability, transferability, and compatibility.
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P RELIMINARY: G ENERATIVE Q UERY N ETWORKS

Generative Query Networks (GQN) is a conditional latent variable model mapping an query viewpoint, x ∈ Rdx , to its corresponding 2D projections, y ∈ Rdy , under 3D settings. For example,
given a set of context observations C = (XC , YC ) = {(xc , yc )}c∈I(C) and Target observations
D = (X, Y ) = {(xi , yi )}i∈I(D) , GQN is asked to model a conditional prior on the latent variable
p(z|C, x). Here, I(S) stands for the set of data-point indices in a dataset S. For brevity, we however
assume in the following that D contains only one pair (x, y) unless mentioned otherwise. Generalization to the multi-instance
R case is straightforward. Then, the generative process can be written
as follows: p(y|x, C) = p(y|z)p(z|C, x)dz. In the dataset {(C, D)}, a pair of context C and
target D are assumed to be sampled from the same 3D scene while different pairs are sampled from
different 3D scenes. The design principle underlying this modeling is to infer the target scene from
the context in such a way that sampling z from P (z|C, x) corresponds to a representation explaining
the scene. Due to the intractable posterior, the model is trained via variational approximation which
gives the following evidence lower bound (ELBO) objective:
log pθ (y|x, C) ≥ Eqφ (z|C,D) [log pθ (y|x, z)] − KL(qφ (z|C, D) k pθ (z|C)).

(1)

This ELBO is optimized using the reparameterization trick (Kingma & Welling, 2013).
In the original GQN, the prior is conditioned on the query viewpoint in addition to the context, i.e.,
p(z|x, rC ), and thus results in inconsistent samples across different viewpoints when modeling uncertainty in the scene. The Consistent GQN (Kumar et al., 2018) (CGQN) resolved this by removing
the dependency on the query viewpoint from the prior. This encourage z to be a summary of a full
3D scene independent of the query viewpoint. Hence, it is consistent across viewpoints and more
similar to the original Neural Processes. For the remainder of the proposal, we use the abbreviation
GQN for CGQN unless stated otherwise.
Due to the complexity of 3D scenes, inferring the latent representation of a 3D scene requires more
model complexity. For this, GQN uses ConvDRAW (Gregor et al., 2016), an auto-regressive denQL
sity estimator performing p(z|C) = l=1 p(z l |z <l
P, rC ) where L is the number of auto-regressive
rollouts and rC is a pooled context representation c∈I(C) fr (xc , yc ) with fr an context encoding.

3

ROOTS: R EPRESENTATION OF O BJECT-O RIENTED 3D S CENES

As we seek learning 3D representations that can generate a scene observation for any given viewpoint (although the representation is object-oriented), we base our model on the GQN framework.
The main advancements of our proposed model are two-fold. First, instead of an encoding compressing the whole scene, we obtain a representation of a scene factorized into objects and background.
Second, the object-wise representation is hierarchically structured at two-levels: from global-3D
representation to local-2D representation, and then from the local-2D representation to image pixels. The generative process can be explained from these perspectives.
3.1

G ENERATIVE P ROCESS

Object-Wise Factorization is a process obtaining object-factorized representation z = {zk }K
k=1
for K objects present in a target 3D space. Because the number of objects K is a random variable,
QK
the conditional prior can be written as follows: p(z|C) = p(K|C) k=1 p(zk |C). To implement
such model with variable number of objects, AIR (Eslami et al., 2016) proposed to use an RNN that
rolls out K steps, processing one object per step. However, according to our preliminary results and
2
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f3D!2D (znpos , xc )

<latexit sha1_base64="yqTNdoRQ51T5Gi1su83EiiBqfG0=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPqsX664VXcOskq8nFQgR6Nf/uoNYpZGKA0TVOuu5ybGz6gynAmclnqpxoSyMR1i11JJI9R+Nj91Ss6sMiBhrGxJQ+bq74mMRlpPosB2RtSM9LI3E//zuqkJr/2MyyQ1KNliUZgKYmIy+5sMuEJmxMQSyhS3txI2oooyY9Mp2RC85ZdXSatW9S6qtfvLSv0mj6MIJ3AK5+DBFdThDhrQBAZDeIZXeHOE8+K8Ox+L1oKTzxzDHzifP0+ijdA=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="vdTCQWpAcdEoAqjXndSIH2U27gw=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KkkV9Fj04rGi/YA2lM120y7dbMLuRCyhP8GLB0W8+ou8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEikMuu63s7K6tr6xWdgqbu/s7u2XDg6bJk414w0Wy1i3A2q4FIo3UKDk7URzGgWSt4LRzdRvPXJtRKwecJxwP6IDJULBKFrp/qlX7ZXKbsWdgSwTLydlyFHvlb66/ZilEVfIJDWm47kJ+hnVKJjkk2I3NTyhbEQHvGOpohE3fjY7dUJOrdInYaxtKSQz9fdERiNjxlFgOyOKQ7PoTcX/vE6K4ZWfCZWkyBWbLwpTSTAm079JX2jOUI4toUwLeythQ6opQ5tO0YbgLb68TJrVindeqd5dlGvXeRwFOIYTOAMPLqEGt1CHBjAYwDO8wpsjnRfn3fmYt644+cwR/IHz+QMOgo2l</latexit>

z what

y

<latexit sha1_base64="Obcox73VB0dvSUXS+zPry6pqfqA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV000SPRi0dM5JHASmaHASbMzq4zvRrc8BNePGiMV3/Hm3/jAHtQsJJOKlXd6e4KYikMuu63s7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vbrJko04zUWyUg3A2q4FIrXUKDkzVhzGgaSN4Lh1cRvPHBtRKRucRRzP6R9JXqCUbRS8+kufRxQHHcKRbfkTkEWiZeRImSodgpf7W7EkpArZJIa0/LcGP2UahRM8nG+nRgeUzakfd6yVNGQGz+d3jsmx1bpkl6kbSkkU/X3REpDY0ZhYDtDigMz703E/7xWgr0LPxUqTpArNlvUSyTBiEyeJ12hOUM5soQyLeythA2opgxtRHkbgjf/8iKpl0veaal8c1asXGZx5OAQjuAEPDiHClxDFWrAQMIzvMKbc++8OO/Ox6x1yclmDuAPnM8flLKQUg==</latexit>

r2

<latexit sha1_base64="l29WxoUb9DEbvmhLG7jHtZ0OU24=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ34WetX1aOXxSJ4KokIeix68diC/YA2lM120q7dbMLuRgihv8CLB0W8+pO8+W/ctjlo64OBx3szzMwLEsG1cd1vZ219Y3Nru7RT3t3bPzisHB23dZwqhi0Wi1h1A6pRcIktw43AbqKQRoHATjC5m/mdJ1Sax/LBZAn6ER1JHnJGjZWa2aBSdWvuHGSVeAWpQoHGoPLVH8YsjVAaJqjWPc9NjJ9TZTgTOC33U40JZRM6wp6lkkao/Xx+6JScW2VIwljZkobM1d8TOY20zqLAdkbUjPWyNxP/83qpCW/8nMskNSjZYlGYCmJiMvuaDLlCZkRmCWWK21sJG1NFmbHZlG0I3vLLq6R9WfPcmte8qtZvizhKcApncAEeXEMd7qEBLWCA8Ayv8OY8Oi/Ou/OxaF1zipkT+APn8wfnvYz9</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="qRYq8+LBOBKrAYqfcugvOTPcEds=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48V7Qe0oWy2k3bpZhN2N0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3n1BpHstHM0nQj+hQ8pAzaqz0oPq1frniVt05yCrxclKBHI1++as3iFkaoTRMUK27npsYP6PKcCZwWuqlGhPKxnSIXUsljVD72fzUKTmzyoCEsbIlDZmrvycyGmk9iQLbGVEz0sveTPzP66YmvPYzLpPUoGSLRWEqiInJ7G8y4AqZERNLKFPc3krYiCrKjE2nZEPwll9eJa1a1buo1u4vK/WbPI4inMApnIMHV1CHO2hAExgM4Rle4c0Rzovz7nwsWgtOPnMMf+B8/gAFXo2f</latexit>

B
0
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where
z1,2,3

z pres

<latexit sha1_base64="IvqabkdLqmelsEWZ8S5KpA5AIXA=">AAAB+nicbVBNS8NAEN34WetXqkcvwSJ4KCWpgh6LXjxWsB/QxrDZTtqlm03Y3VhqzE/x4kERr/4Sb/4bt20O2vpg4PHeDDPz/JhRqWz721hZXVvf2CxsFbd3dvf2zdJBS0aJINAkEYtEx8cSGOXQVFQx6MQCcOgzaPuj66nffgAhacTv1CQGN8QDTgNKsNKSZ5YevdSp1Cpn2X06HoKAzDPLdtWewVomTk7KKEfDM796/YgkIXBFGJay69ixclMsFCUMsmIvkRBjMsID6GrKcQjSTWenZ9aJVvpWEAldXFkz9fdEikMpJ6GvO0OshnLRm4r/ed1EBZduSnmcKOBkvihImKUia5qD1acCiGITTTARVN9qkSEWmCidVlGH4Cy+vExatapjV53b83L9Ko+jgI7QMTpFDrpAdXSDGqiJCBqjZ/SK3own48V4Nz7mrStGPnOI/sD4/AGG2JOF</latexit>
sha1_base64="hP+6LrUf2d3tZaldqaQQvEKMXyw=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odBu3wMYA6nMMFXEEIN3AHD9CBLghI4BXevYn35n2suqp569LO4I+8zx84xIo4</latexit>
sha1_base64="fOpPblkwEKjjxokhniZGiAG2y54=">AAAB73icbZA7T8MwFIVvyquUAikrS0SFxFBVSRlgRGJhLBJ9SCVEjnvTWnWcyHaoSuhPYWEAIf4NG/8G9zFAy5EsfTrH1r0+YcqZ0q77bRU2Nre2d4q7pb3y/sGhXSm3VZJJii2a8ER2Q6KQM4EtzTTHbiqRxCHHTji6nuWdR5SKJeJOT1L0YzIQLGKUaGMFduUpyL1ao3Y+fcjHQ5Q4DeyqW3fnctbBW0IVlmoG9td9P6FZjEJTTpTqeW6q/ZxIzSjHaek+U5gSOiID7BkUJEbl5/PVp86pcfpOlEhzhHbm7u8XOYmVmsShuRkTPVSr2cz8L+tlOrr0cybSTKOgi0FRxh2dOLMenD6TSDWfGCBUMrOrQ4dEEqpNWyVTgrf65XVoN+qeW/duXSjCMZzAGXhwAVdwA01oAYUxvMAbvFvP1qv1sairYC17O4I/sj5/AC2LkiA=</latexit>
sha1_base64="BzslSEJB28oRGYDVtx2IwbxPCdc=">AAAB+nicbVC7TsNAEDyHVwgvB0qaExESRRTZoYAygoYySOQhJcY6X9bJKeeH7s5EwfhTaChAiJYvoeNvuCQuIGGklUYzu9rd8WLOpLKsb6Owtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0fmOXDtowSQaFFIx6JrkckcBZCSzHFoRsLIIHHoeONr2d+5wGEZFF4p6YxOAEZhsxnlCgtuWb50U3tar16nt2nkxEIyFyzYtWsOfAqsXNSQTmarvnVH0Q0CSBUlBMpe7YVKyclQjHKISv1EwkxoWMyhJ6mIQlAOun89AyfamWA/UjoChWeq78nUhJIOQ083RkQNZLL3kz8z+slyr90UhbGiYKQLhb5CccqwrMc8IAJoIpPNSFUMH0rpiMiCFU6rZIOwV5+eZW06zXbqtm3VqVxlcdRRMfoBJ0hG12gBrpBTdRCFE3QM3pFb8aT8WK8Gx+L1oKRzxyhPzA+fwCFmJOB</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="ovDFlIu4jRlwjdr9blCnw/w+wgU=">AAAB73icbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dBIvgqsxUQZdFNy4r2Ae0Y8mkaRuayYzJHaEO/Qk3LhRx6++4829M21lo64HA4Zxzyb0niKUw6LrfTm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80TJRoxusskpFuBdRwKRSvo0DJW7HmNAwkbwaj66nffOTaiEjd4TjmfkgHSvQFo2il1tN9auNm0i2W3LI7A1kmXkZKkKHWLX51ehFLQq6QSWpM23Nj9FOqUTDJJ4VOYnhM2YgOeNtSRUNu/HS274ScWKVH+pG2TyGZqb8nUhoaMw4DmwwpDs2iNxX/89oJ9i/9VKg4Qa7Y/KN+IglGZHo86QnNGcqxJZRpYXclbEg1ZWgrKtgSvMWTl0mjUvbOypXb81L1KqsjD0dwDKfgwQVU4QZqUAcGEp7hFd6cB+fFeXc+5tGck80cwh84nz+d05BY</latexit>
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Po1 N U LL
Po3
Po4
<latexit sha1_base64="hfNOI9dodQO5IPcI51ryEhoWAKk=">AAAB63icbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRbBU9mtgh6LXjwUqeC2hXYp2TTbhibZJckKpfQvePGgiFf/kDf/jdl2D9r6YODx3gwz88KEM21c99sprK1vbG4Vt0s7u3v7B+XDo5aOU0WoT2Ieq06INeVMUt8ww2knURSLkNN2OL7N/PYTVZrF8tFMEhoIPJQsYgSbTLr3G41+ueJW3TnQKvFyUoEczX75qzeISSqoNIRjrbuem5hgipVhhNNZqZdqmmAyxkPatVRiQXUwnd86Q2dWGaAoVrakQXP198QUC60nIrSdApuRXvYy8T+vm5roOpgymaSGSrJYFKUcmRhlj6MBU5QYPrEEE8XsrYiMsMLE2HhKNgRv+eVV0qpVvYtq7eGyUr/J4yjCCZzCOXhwBXW4gyb4QGAEz/AKb45wXpx352PRWnDymWP4A+fzB3/DjeE=</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="euiBb/TM60c8y0ouFNj1i8t4Zbo=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mqoMeiF48VTFtoY9lsN+3SzW7Y3Qgh9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNq777ZTW1jc2t8rblZ3dvf2D6uFRW8tUEeoTyaXqhlhTzgT1DTOcdhNFcRxy2gkntzO/80SVZlI8mCyhQYxHgkWMYGMlv/XoDeSgWnPr7hxolXgFqUGB1qD61R9KksZUGMKx1j3PTUyQY2UY4XRa6aeaJphM8Ij2LBU4pjrI58dO0ZlVhiiSypYwaK7+nshxrHUWh7Yzxmasl72Z+J/XS010HeRMJKmhgiwWRSlHRqLZ52jIFCWGZ5Zgopi9FZExVpgYm0/FhuAtv7xK2o26d1Fv3F/WmjdFHGU4gVM4Bw+uoAl30AIfCDB4hld4c4Tz4rw7H4vWklPMHMMfOJ8/Ur+OXQ==</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="BXPOosSj9OG1dP/fGhbANyvlP6c=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewCiR6JXjxi4gIJrKRbutDQbTdt14Rs+A1ePGiMV3+QN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzwoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpapItQnkkvVDbGmnAnqG2Y47SaK4jjktBNObud+54kqzaR4MNOEBjEeCRYxgo2V/NZjfSAH5YpbdRdA68TLSQVytAblr/5QkjSmwhCOte55bmKCDCvDCKezUj/VNMFkgke0Z6nAMdVBtjh2hi6sMkSRVLaEQQv190SGY62ncWg7Y2zGetWbi/95vdRE10HGRJIaKshyUZRyZCSaf46GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY/Mp2RC81ZfXSbtW9erV2n2j0rzJ4yjCGZzDJXhwBU24gxb4QIDBM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVXLjl8=</latexit>

z pos
<latexit sha1_base64="DPkfXu5GY8kymNf7LChphRaqIe0=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ31s9avqkcvwSJ4KrtV0GPRi8cK9gPatWTTbBuaTUKSFerSH+HFgyJe/T3e/Dem7R609cHA470ZZuZFijNjff/bW1ldW9/YLGwVt3d29/ZLB4dNI1NNaINILnU7woZyJmjDMstpW2mKk4jTVjS6mfqtR6oNk+LejhUNEzwQLGYEWye1nh4yJc2kVyr7FX8GtEyCnJQhR71X+ur2JUkTKizh2JhO4CsbZlhbRjidFLupoQqTER7QjqMCJ9SE2ezcCTp1Sh/FUrsSFs3U3xMZTowZJ5HrTLAdmkVvKv7ndVIbX4UZEyq1VJD5ojjlyEo0/R31mabE8rEjmGjmbkVkiDUm1iVUdCEEiy8vk2a1EpxXqncX5dp1HkcBjuEEziCAS6jBLdShAQRG8Ayv8OYp78V79z7mrStePnMEf+B9/gDYL4/m</latexit>

<latexit sha1_base64="FB3kDl7bIYT7our+KKJ1LrnPmtU=">AAAB7HicbVBNTwIxEJ3FL8Qv1KOXRmLiiewiCR6JXjxi4gIJrKRbutDQbTdt14Rs+A1ePGiMV3+QN/+NBfag4EsmeXlvJjPzwoQzbVz32ylsbG5t7xR3S3v7B4dH5eOTtpapItQnkkvVDbGmnAnqG2Y47SaK4jjktBNObud+54kqzaR4MNOEBjEeCRYxgo2V/NZjfSAH5YpbdRdA68TLSQVytAblr/5QkjSmwhCOte55bmKCDCvDCKezUj/VNMFkgke0Z6nAMdVBtjh2hi6sMkSRVLaEQQv190SGY62ncWg7Y2zGetWbi/95vdRE10HGRJIaKshyUZRyZCSaf46GTFFi+NQSTBSztyIyxgoTY/Mp2RC81ZfXSbtW9a6qtft6pXmTx1GEMziHS/CgAU24gxb4QIDBM7zCmyOcF+fd+Vi2Fpx85hT+wPn8AVdRjmA=</latexit>

Order Invariant Object Encoder

x

z what

<latexit sha1_base64="f2yzimwbR/Dgjzp6tZ360fHRqNI=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lE0GPRi8cW7Ae0oWy2k3btZhN2N2IJ/QVePCji1Z/kzX/jts1BWx8MPN6bYWZekAiujet+O4W19Y3NreJ2aWd3b/+gfHjU0nGqGDZZLGLVCahGwSU2DTcCO4lCGgUC28H4dua3H1FpHst7M0nQj+hQ8pAzaqzUeOqXK27VnYOsEi8nFchR75e/eoOYpRFKwwTVuuu5ifEzqgxnAqelXqoxoWxMh9i1VNIItZ/ND52SM6sMSBgrW9KQufp7IqOR1pMosJ0RNSO97M3E/7xuasJrP+MySQ1KtlgUpoKYmMy+JgOukBkxsYQyxe2thI2ooszYbEo2BG/55VXSuqh6btVrXFZqN3kcRTiBUzgHD66gBndQhyYwQHiGV3hzHpwX5935WLQWnHzmGP7A+fwB5jmM/A==</latexit>
<latexit

<latexit sha1_base64="Obcox73VB0dvSUXS+zPry6pqfqA=">AAAB73icbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV000SPRi0dM5JHASmaHASbMzq4zvRrc8BNePGiMV3/Hm3/jAHtQsJJOKlXd6e4KYikMuu63s7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vbrJko04zUWyUg3A2q4FIrXUKDkzVhzGgaSN4Lh1cRvPHBtRKRucRRzP6R9JXqCUbRS8+kufRxQHHcKRbfkTkEWiZeRImSodgpf7W7EkpArZJIa0/LcGP2UahRM8nG+nRgeUzakfd6yVNGQGz+d3jsmx1bpkl6kbSkkU/X3REpDY0ZhYDtDigMz703E/7xWgr0LPxUqTpArNlvUSyTBiEyeJ12hOUM5soQyLeythA2opgxtRHkbgjf/8iKpl0veaal8c1asXGZx5OAQjuAEPDiHClxDFWrAQMIzvMKbc++8OO/Ox6x1yclmDuAPnM8flLKQUg==</latexit>

Rendering
Scene Volume Map

z1what
<latexit sha1_base64="274koLv7duO4EsHpYpNqjXGSHz0=">AAAB8XicbVDLTgJBEOz1ifhCPXqZSEw8kV000SPRi0dM5BFhJbPDABNmZzczvRrc8BdePGiMV//Gm3/jAHtQsJJOKlXd6e4KYikMuu63s7S8srq2ntvIb25t7+wW9vbrJko04zUWyUg3A2q4FIrXUKDkzVhzGgaSN4Lh1cRvPHBtRKRucRRzP6R9JXqCUbTS3VPHu08fBxTHnULRLblTkEXiZaQIGaqdwle7G7Ek5AqZpMa0PDdGP6UaBZN8nG8nhseUDWmftyxVNOTGT6cXj8mxVbqkF2lbCslU/T2R0tCYURjYzpDiwMx7E/E/r5Vg78JPhYoT5IrNFvUSSTAik/dJV2jOUI4soUwLeythA6opQxtS3obgzb+8SOrlkndaKt+cFSuXWRw5OIQjOAEPzqEC11CFGjBQ8Ayv8OYY58V5dz5mrUtONnMAf+B8/gC+KpD2</latexit>

z4what
<latexit sha1_base64="H1XQJYXz3tQpkj6lBdpVkScdmjY=">AAAB8XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFok0SPRi0dM5CNCJdtlCxu222Z3qsGGf+HFg8Z49d9489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjPPjwXX6DjfVm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80dZQoyho0EpFq+0QzwSVrIEfB2rFiJPQFa/mjq6nfemBK80je4jhmXkgGkgecEjTS3VOvep8+DglOesWSU3ZmsJeJm5ESZKj3il/dfkSTkEmkgmjdcZ0YvZQo5FSwSaGbaBYTOiID1jFUkpBpL51dPLFPjNK3g0iZkmjP1N8TKQm1Hoe+6QwJDvWiNxX/8zoJBhdeymWcIJN0vihIhI2RPX3f7nPFKIqxIYQqbm616ZAoQtGEVDAhuIsvL5NmpeyelSs31VLtMosjD0dwDKfgwjnU4Brq0AAKEp7hFd4sbb1Y79bHvDVnZTOH8AfW5w/Cy5D5</latexit>

z3what
<latexit sha1_base64="gU0S7T6+mqU/SEqOrDnD54DjXxU=">AAAB8XicbVBNT8JAEJ3iF+IX6tFLIzHxRFow0SPRi0dM5CNCJdtlCxu222Z3qsGGf+HFg8Z49d9489+4QA8KvmSSl/dmMjPPjwXX6DjfVm5ldW19I79Z2Nre2d0r7h80dZQoyho0EpFq+0QzwSVrIEfB2rFiJPQFa/mjq6nfemBK80je4jhmXkgGkgecEjTS3VOvep8+DglOesWSU3ZmsJeJm5ESZKj3il/dfkSTkEmkgmjdcZ0YvZQo5FSwSaGbaBYTOiID1jFUkpBpL51dPLFPjNK3g0iZkmjP1N8TKQm1Hoe+6QwJDvWiNxX/8zoJBhdeymWcIJN0vihIhI2RPX3f7nPFKIqxIYQqbm616ZAoQtGEVDAhuIsvL5NmpexWy5Wbs1LtMosjD0dwDKfgwjnU4Brq0AAKEp7hFd4sbb1Y79bHvDVnZTOH8AfW5w/BQJD4</latexit>

Figure 1: Overview of ROOTS. (A) The context observations are first fed into an encoder and obtain the scenevolume map. (B) The scene-volume map has a cell of zn = znpres , znpos , znwhat for each spatial volume cell of
the target environment. (C) After obtaining znpres , znpos , we obtain znwhat by finding object patches from context
and then clustering them for each object. The resulting representation znwhat is not a 3D-representation. (D)
Decoding process p(x|s)p(s|z, x). The representation is rearranged according to query viewpoint x by using
f3D→2D (znpos , x) and then projected to a target 2D image. In (D), left-bottom is an example of 3D full view.
A projection camera is shown on the left corner. On the right, we perform 2 steps of projections: (1) converting
the coordinate with respect to the projection camera (bottom) and (2) projecting onto 2D canvas (up).

other works (Crawford & Pineau, 2019), it turns out that this is computationally inefficient due to
the sequential nature and shows performance degradation as the number of objects increases beyond
a few objects.
As a better approach would process objects in a spatially parallel way, we instead introduce the
scene-volume map. The scene-volume map, denoted by Z, is a tensor of (H × W × L)-dimension
that represents the actual volume of the target 3D space by N = H × W × L unit cells. Here,
H, W, and L are the three axes (height, width, and layer) of the 3D space, respectively. Our goal is
then to associate each volume cell n ∈ Z with a latent vector zn = (znpres , znpos , znwhat ) where znpres
a binary variable indicating the presence of an object in the cell, znpos an object’s center coordinates
in the 3D space, and znwhat a d-dimension vector for representing the appearance of an object. Note
that znpos and znwhat are defined only when znpres = 1.
One key idea here is that introducing a presence variable per volume cell is to reflect the inductive
bias of physics: two objects cannot co-exist at the same position. This helps remove the sequential
object processing as dealing with an object does not need to consider other objects if the features
are already from spatially distant areas. With this parallelization, learning is easier and faster. Note
also that the presence variable represents the existence of a center point in a volume cell, not the full
volume of an object. Thus, the actual volume of an object can still exist across neighboring cubes.
QK
This results in the following prior model p(z|C) = p(K|C) k=1 p(zk |C) =
N
Y
n=1

p(zn |C) =

N
Y

p(znpres |C)p(znpos |C, znpres )p(znwhat |C, znpres , znpos )

(2)

n=1
pres

where p(znpos |C, znpres ) = p(znpos |C)zn
PN
and we have K = n=1 znpres .

pres

and p(znwhat |C, znpres , znpos ) = p(znwhat |C, znpos )zn

,

Hierarchical Object-Oriented Representation. In ROOTS, the representation is not only factorized object-wise but also hierarchical. That is, at the first level of the hierarchy, we obtain the
object-wise 3D representation, which is viewpoint-invariant, for a global-3D scene. This is global
as we model here all existing objects in the target 3D space regardless of any specific viewpoint. At
the second level, we then introduce the local-2D object-wise representation s = {sn } which is the
latent factors of the generated image and thus viewpoint-dependent. Because of this, some global
object n may not present in the local-2D representation s, i.e., if the object is out of the view field
from a given viewpoint. Then, the full generative process of ROOTS can be written as:
p(y, s, z|x, C) = p(y|s)p(s|z, x)p(z|C) = p(y|s)

N
Y
n=1

3

p(sn |z, x)

N
Y
n=1

p(zn |C).

(3)
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3.2

N EURAL I MPLEMENTATION

Global 3D Representation. The implementation of global representation consists of three steps:
(i) scene encoding, (ii) object gathering, and (ii) object encoding. For scene encoding, we first
perform order-invariant encoding of the context C at image-level (not explicitly aware of objects in
it yet) and obtain D-dimensional global scene-encoding en for each cell n in Z. We then infer the
presence for each cell by sampling a Bernoulli distribution znpres ∼ Bern(fnn (en )) and, if znpres = 1,
the 3-dimension coordinate for the center position of the object in the 3D space by using a neural
network, i.e., znpos ∼ N (fµpos (en ), fσpos (en )). The main challenge of our model is in the next step,
i.e., learning znwhat . Because we want a viewpoint-invariant 3D representation of a specific object n,
it has to gather the object from context: detect, segment, and extract only the target object of interest
from the context images where multiple objects coexist with occlusion and partial observability and
some objects may not be observed due to the viewpoint. Once we crop out and gather these objectwise segments for each existing object, we perform object-encoding to build the 3D-representation
corresponding to that specific object.
To implement object gathering, we first notice that, using the 3D-to-2D coordinates projection operation f3D→2D , we can compute the center location of an object existing in a context image. Specifically, we can deterministically convert a 3D position znpos in the global 3D coordinate system into a
pos
pos
pos
2D position spos
c,n in a 2D image yc ∈ YC , i.e., sc,n = f3D→2D (zn , xc ) where sc,n refers to the 2D
position of object n within context image yc . For more details on the coordinate projection, refer
to Appendix. Besides local center position, we also predict the bounding box scale of the object by
sscale
= fscale (spos
c,n
c,n , en , xc ), thus we know how large is the portion of the object being projected in
the context image. We extract the patch yc,n ⊂ yc which is a segmentation in yc corresponding to object n, by using the spatial transformer. Gathering all patches {yc,n }c corresponding to object n, we
perform object-encoding to obtain the viewpoint-invariant 3D-representation of appearance znwhat
for a specific object n. This is done by an order-invariant object encoder rn = forder-invar-obj ({yc,n }c )
and then sampling from p(znwhat |rn ). Thus, our encoding process contains two order-invariant encoders, one for global scene-level and another for object-level which is shared across different objects.
Local
2D Representation. For hierarchical object-awareness, the local representation p(s|z, x) =
Q
pres pose what
, sn , sn |z, x) is implemented as follows. For each global object zn whose presn∈P p(sn
ence is true, we predict whether it also exists in the target 2D image y given rn together with spos
n
obtained in the same way as mentioned above. If it exists (i.e., mapped on the image y),
and sscale
n
we predict appearance swhat
x,n . Finally, the appearance is obtained by an object-level GQN decoder
what
using ConvDraw, sx,n = ConvDRAW(znwhat , x).
Rendering. The main challenge in rendering the local object-oriented representation s = {sn }N
n=1
into the image canvas, i.e., p(y|s), is to deal with the occlusion. In ROOTS, this problem can easily
be dealt with by noticing that the coordinate projection function f3D→2D (znpos , x) actually transforms a 3D coordinate to another 3D coordinate in which the last dimension becomes the distance
between the observer’s viewpoint x and the object (and thus can be ignored in 2D projection). The
idea is that this distance can be interpreted as object depth from viewer’s perspective. Then, during
reconstruction we can sort objects according to depth and drawing with occlusion becomes easy. To
handle the foreground and background segmentation, we learn the background separately in image
level and learn an object-wised mask using GQN decoder. Details of implementations are provided
in Appendix A.1.
3.3

L EARNING AND I NFERENCE

Because of intractable posterior p(z, s|C, D), we train ROOTS using variational inference with
posterior approximation qφ (z, s|C, D) = qφ (z|C, D)qφ (s|z, C, D). For continuous latent variables
such as the pose and appearance, we can use reparameterization trick (Kingma & Welling, 2013)
and for the discrete variables on the presence, a continuous relaxation using Gumbel-Softmax trick
(Jang et al., 2016) or other methods based on the REINFORCE algorithm (Williams, 1992; Tucker
et al., 2017; Grathwohl et al., 2017) can be used. Implementation of the approximate posterior
q(z|C, D) and q(s|z, C, D) is made easier by sharing the parameters of q with that of conditional
prior p(z|C): we only need to provide additional data D to the order-invariant encoder. The objective
4
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is to maximize the following evidence lower bound (ELBO): L(θ, φ; C, D) =
Es,z∼qφ [log pθ (y|x, s) − KL[qφ (s|z, C, D) k pθ (s|z, x)]] − KL[qφ (z|C, D) k pθ (z|C)].

(4)

Combining Unconditional Prior. One difficulty in using the conditional prior of GQN is the fact
that, because the prior is now learned, we are more limited in reflecting our prior knowledge into the
prior distribution than the unconditioned prior. In fact, in our experiments, it turns out that biasing
the posteriors of some variables like z pres towards the values of our prior preference is helpful in
stabilizing the model. To implement this, in our training, we use the following objective that has
some additional KL terms between the posterior and unconditioned prior.
L = L(θ, φ; C, D) + KL[qφ (z pos , sscale |C, D) k N (0, 1)]
(5)
+ γKL[qφ (z pres |C, D) k Geom(ρ)] + γEz∼qφ [KL[qφ (spres |z pres , C, D) k Geom(ρ)]]
where the ρ and γ is hyperparameters and we set them to 0.999 and 7 during training. This auxiliary
loss can be derived if we replace our conditional prior by the product of expert prior p(z|C)p(z)
divided by the posterior q(z|C).

4

R ELATED W ORKS

Neural processes (NP) (Garnelo et al., 2018) and generative query networks (GQN) (Eslami et al.,
2018) are important works to our proposed methods. More details on NP and GQN is described in
Section 2. Although to our knowledge there is no previous work on unsupervised object-oriented
representation learning for 3D, there have been several literature on its 2D problems. The first is
the Attend, Infer, Repeat (AIR) model (Eslami et al., 2016). AIR uses spatial transformer (Jaderberg et al., 2015) to crop an object patch and uses an RNN to sequentially generate next object
conditioning on the previous objects. In Crawford & Pineau (2019), the authors showed that this
RNN-based rollout is inefficient and can degrades performance as the number of objects increases.
The authors proposed the SPAIR model inspired by YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016). However, unlike YOLO, SPAIR does not require bounding box labels. Although applying spatially invariant
attentions, the main limitation of SPAIR is to infer the latents sequentially. Neural Expectation
Maximization (NEM) (Greff et al., 2017) considers the observed image as a pixel-level mixture of
K objects, and an image per object is generated and combined according to the mixture probability. A differentiable variation of an EM algorithm is introduced. In Greff et al. (2019), the authors
proposed a more efficient version of NEM, called IODINE, using iterative inference Marino et al.
(2018), and in MONET (Burgess et al., 2019) an RNN drawing a scene component at each time
step is used. Unlike AIR and SPAIR, the representations in NEM, IODINE, and MONET do not
explicitly provide natural disentanglement like presence and pose per object.

5

E XPERIMENTS

We evaluate ROOTS quantitatively and qualitatively. We train ROOTS with the same hyper parameters for all datasets. We first briefly describe the datasets. For more details of the dataset generation
and network architecture, refer to Appendix A.3 and Appendix A.1. We use MuJoCo to simulate 3D
scenes. Specifically, we generate three different datasets with scenes with 1-3 objects, 2-4 objects
and 3-5 objects, respectively. We set the image size to 64 × 64 × 3 pixels. For each object, we
randomly choose its position, shape, size and color. Although we put all objects on the floor, we
still predict {x, y, z} coordinates for z pos because objects have different sizes. We generate 60K
different scenes for each dataset and split them into 50k for training, 5k for validation, and 5k for
test.
5.1

Q UALITATIVE E VALUATION

We provide several generation samples comparing our model with GQN for the same scene under
the same query cameras. As seen in Figure 2, ROOTS has clearer generations than GQN. To provide
a further understanding of the advantages of object-orientated representation, we present decompositions generated from ROOTS. As shown in Figure 3, ROOTS can generate clean background, clear
foreground and detailed occlusion mask. We also show that the learned global representation is good
enough to recover angle and pose of an object under different viewpoints.
5
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ROOTS

GQN

ROOTS

GQN

Figure 2: Examples of generations from two different scenes together with ground truth placed in the first row
for each scene.

A

B

Figure 3: A: Generated examples of decomposition for a scene visualized as 2d images captured by cameras.
For example, GoodNet segments a scene into foreground and background first and decompose foreground into
each individual object further, which are green sphere, blue cylinder, partially observed cube and yellow cube
as shown in the first example. We also show the depth mask obtained through object’s reconstruction and its
distance from camera. B: Generations of one object from different cameras.

Object-wise disentanglement: Generations from random viewpoints after changing object positions. In this section and the following sections, we use ROOTS trained on the 2-4 object dataset
for visualization unless otherwise stated. To have a better understanding of the structured latent
variable learned by ROOTS through context images, we plan to modify the z pos of one object in the
scene. As a good disentangled latent representation, this modification should not affect the position,
existence and appearance of other objects concurrent in the scene. More importantly, we should
be able to change either the x or y coordinate independently and this change should be consistent
across viewpoints. To demonstrate this, after changing one dimension of z pos of the red cylinder as
shown in Figure 4, we feed this modified ẑ pos back to ROOTS. Then, we sample their sscale , spres
and z what in the same way as we do during testing. Generations from 4 different cameras are shown
in Figure 4. We can see that ROOTS has a strong ability to learn disentangled representations and
occlusions have been handled well due to this advantage.
Compositionality. Another advantage with object-orientated representations is that a new scene can
be easily be built with object components, since every scene can be naturally decomposed into several independent objects. Thus, by simple combination, we can build novel scenes. To demonstrate
this, we first provide several context images from three different scenes and save the object documentary for each scene, {z pos , z pres , z what }. Then we swap an object between the first two scenes
and add an additional object to the third scene as shown in Figure 5. We can see that the position
of each selected object stays the same after this manipulation. Also, by adding one new object, we
make a scene with 5 objects, which does not exist in the training dataset.
6
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3
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y

y

y
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3

3

Figure 4: Visualization of changing z pos,x and z pos,y of the red cylinder in a scene through generations from
4 different cameras. We also simulated the 3D scene in the center. Cameras are shown as an example. We put
walls for readers to better understand the relative height of cameras. There is no wall in the real dataset.

+

Figure 5: TOP: Original generations from three different scenes, icons on right side highlights objects in the
each scene. Each column shows 2D image captured from one camera. Bottom: Manipulated generations from
the same three scenes under the same cameras. We switched green cylinder from scene 1 with purple sphere
from scene 2 and we copied green sphere from scene 2 and put it in scene 3.

Partial Observations. We know that the successful generations of ROOTS, even with only partial
observations provided, is coming from object gathering across viewpoints. Because if an object is
missing from one camera, ROOTS can learn it from other cameras. Here, we want to push the partial
observation into the extreme case, where one object is totally unobserved by all context cameras. In
this case, ROOTS should not be able to correctly predict its existence, just like humans observing
the true physical world. To show this, we manually select some images from a scene that have one
object missing and the rest serve as targets for ROOTS to generate. We show the results in Figure 6.

5.2

Q UANTITATIVE E VALUATION

NLL and MSE. In this section, we compare the quantitative results of ROOTS and GQN on negative
log-likelihood (NLL) and the mean squared error (MSE) on the test set. We approximate NLL using
importance sampling with K = 50 samples and report the image NLL normalized by the number of
pixels in an image in Table 1. Both GQN and ROOTS are trained for 120 epochs on each dataset.
We see that, although learning interpretable object-factorized representations, ROOTS achieves NLL
comparable to CGQN and MSE which is slightly better than GQN.
1-3 objects
ROOTS
GQN

NLL
0.9199
0.9196

MSE
15.16
15.28

2-4 objects
NLL
0.9205
0.9201

MSE
25.37
26.86

3-5 objects
NLL
0.9213
0.9204

MSE
29.82
32.66

Table 1: Negative log-likelihood and mean squared error

Object Detection Quality. We provide precision and recall results as object detection evaluation of
ROOTS. To estimate the true positive prediction, we first filter out predictions that are too far away
from any ground truth by applying a radius threshold. The distance is calculated as the euclidean
7
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Context

Targets

Generations

Figure 6: Left: Context images provided to ROOTS, we select images that do not have green sphere projected.
Middle: Target images, from which we can see that, there is one green sphere existed. Right: Generations from
ROOTS given context images from the left.

distance between two center points. Then we assign the predicted object to the ground truth object to
which it has the nearest distance. Multi-association is not allowed in our calculation. We normalize
the coordinate value to [−1, 1], thus, the average object size is 0.3. We provide the precision and
recall result under different threshold in Table 2. Besides precision and recall, we also provide the
counting accuracy of ROOTS.
1-3 objects
Threshold
Precision
Recall
Count Acc.

0.1
76.82
75.56

0.15
91.56
90.15
93.18

2-4 objects
0.35
98.68
97.40

0.1
66.76
65.53

0.15
86.07
84.57
88.16

3-5 objects
0.35
98.29
95.93

0.1
66.64
66.91

0.15
86.09
86.47
82.21

0.35
96.65
97.10

Table 2: Precision and Recall

6

C ONCLUSION

We proposed ROOTS, an unsupervised 3D scene decomposition and 3D object detection network.
ROOTS can learn object-oriented interpretable and hierarchical 3D scene representation. We showed
the generation, decomposition and detection ability of ROOTS and we also showed that, due to the
factorization of structured representation, new scenes can be easily built up by reusing components
from 3D scenes. Interesting future directions would be to learn the knowledge of the 3D world in a
sequential manner as we humans do and update the inferred knowledge through time.

8
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A

A.1

A PPENDIX

I MPLEMENTATION D ETAILS

Here, we give the details of the implementation of ROOTS. We first outline the generation and inference process for one object, indexed with n. Parallelizing it to multiple objects is straight forward.
Then, we will give details of important modules in subsequent sections. Note that I(C), I(D) and
I(S) are representing the index for context set, target set and whole sequence set, respectively.

Generation Below, we outline the implementation of the generative model. The SceneRepNet is
the module we use for scene level order invariant encoder. The ObjectRepNet is the module we use
for object level order invariant encoder. All the DRAW modules has hidden state of channel number
128.
10
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rC ←

X

SceneRepNetθ (xc , yc )

(Encode scene level context)

c∈I(C)

(6)
znpos

∼

DRAWpos
θ (rC )

(Sample 3D position for object n)
(7)

znpres ∼ CONVθ (rC )

(Sample global presence for object n)
(8)

sscale
∼ DRAWscale
(rC , xi ), i ∈ I(S)
i,n
θ

(Sample size for object n under context c)
(9)

pos
spos
i,n ← f3D→2D (zn , xi ), i ∈ I(S)

(Convert 3D position into pixel location)
(10)

att
sacle
yc,n
← STN(yc , [spos
c,n , sc,n ]), c ∈ I(C)
X
att
rn,C ←
ObjectRepNet(yc,n
, xc ), c ∈ I(C)

(Crop object patch)

(11)

(Encode object level context)

c∈C

(12)
znwhat

∼

(rn,C )
DRAWwhat
θ

(Sample global what for object n)
(13)

pres
spres
, rn,C , xi ), i ∈ I(D)
i,n ∼ CONVθ (zn

(Sample local presence for object n)
(14)

att
att
ŷi,n
, αi,n
← Rendererθ (znwhat , xi , i ∈ I(D))

(Decode the object patch and object mask)
(15)

att
att
sacle
ŷi,n ← STN-INV(αi,n
× ŷi,n
, [spos
i,n , si,n ]), i ∈ I(D)

αi,n ←
occ
αi,n

att
sacle
STN-INV(αi,n
, [spos
i,n , si,n ]), i

(Generate objects)

∈ I(D)

(16)
(17)

← depthn × αi,n == min(depthn × αi,n ), i ∈ I(D) (Obtain occlusion mask pixel-wisely)
n

(18)
ŷif g

←

X

occ
(αi,n

× ŷi,n ×

spres
i,n ), i

∈ I(D)

(Generate foreground)

(19)

n

αif g ←

X

occ
(αi,n × αi,n
× spres
i,n ), i ∈ I(D)

(Generate foreground mask)

n

(20)
z

bg

ŷibg

∼

DRAWbg
θ (rC )
bg

← BgDecoder(z , xi )

ŷi ←

ŷif g

+ (1 −

αif g )

×

ŷibg

(Sample background)

(21)

(Decode background)

(22)

(Render generations)

(23)

Inference The inference model is paralleled with generative model. We only highlight the different part below.
11
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k=5
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p=2

Image

k=3
s=1
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k=5
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k=3
s=2
p=[1,0,1,0]

k=3
s=2
p=[1,0,1,0]

k=2
s=1
p=0

ConvTrans3d
k=[3,1,3]
s=1
p=0

8x8x7

Figure 7: Scene Representation Network
32x32x3

8x8x(128+128+d)

k=5
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p=2

Image
Patch

k=4
s=2

16x16x128

1x1x256

k=3
s=1
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8x8x128
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s=3
p=2
1x1xd

3x3x256

k=3
s=1
p=1
8x8xd

Figure 8: Object Representation Network

rD ←

X

SceneRepNetθ (xi , yi )

(Encode scene level context)

(24)

znpos ∼ DRAWpos
θ (rC , rD )
pres
zn ∼ CONVθ (rC , rD )

(Sample 3D position for object n)
(Sample global presence for object n)

(25)
(26)

(rC , rD , xi ), i ∈ I(S)
sscale
∼ DRAWscale
θ
i,n

(Sample size for object n)

(27)

i∈I(D)

spos
i,n
att
yi,n

←
←

f3D→2D (znpos , xi ), i ∈ I(S)
sacle
STN(yi , [spos
i,n , si,n ]), i ∈ I(D)

(Convert 3D position into pixel location) (28)
(Crop object patch)

(29)

(Encode object level context)

(30)

znwhat ∼ DRAWwhat
(rn,C , rn,D )
θ

(Sample global what for object n)

(31)

spres
i,n

(Sample local presence for object n)

(32)

(Sample background)

(33)

rn,D ←

X

att
ObjectRepNet(yi,n
, xi )

i∈i∈D

∼ CONVθ (rn,C , rn,D , xi ), i ∈ I(D)

z bg ∼
A.2

DRAWbg
θ (rC , rD )

D ETAILS OF COMPONENT MODULES

Scene Representation Network: The Scene Representation Network is modified bases on Representation Network in GQN.
Object Representation Network: The objcet Representation Network, we design a branch to pass
low level feature to provide richer conv-features. The dimension d in the second input, which is
concatenation of {z pres , sscale , spos } and parameters of STN, will be clarified in Table 3.
12
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Sufficient Statistics Networks: We list the configuration of all the Sufficient Statistics Networks in
Table 3 used during generation. For znpos , znwhat and sscale
n,i , we use auto-regressive scheme to learn
the sufficient statistics for each latent variable distributions given hidden state of a ConvLSTM.
Specifically, we just apply several convolutional layers, which take the hidden state of ConvLSTM
as input, to learn sufficient statistics for target distributions. For znpres and spres
n,i , we only use regular convolutional layers. Here, we give the details of Sufficient Statistic Networks for each latent
variable. In the third column, we give the kernel size of first convolutional layer, the remaining are
Conv3D1X1 layers. If the kernel size is 3, we have one zero paddings, stride is 1 to keep the spatial size unchanged. The Draw Rollouts column shows the number of DRAW steps we apply. The
Concat column specify how we we use sampled latent value for subsequent process, for example,
concatenating z l ,for l < L or only taking z L .
Table 3: Configuration of Sufficient Statistic Networks

Latent Variable
znpos
znwhat
sscale
i,n
znpres
spres
i,n
z bg

Channel Numbers
[128, 128, 64, 32, 3]
[128, 128, 64, 32, 4]
[128, 128, 64, 32, 2]
[256, 256, 128, 64, 1]
[271, 256, 128, 64, 32, 1]
[128, 4]

K
3
1
1
3
1
3

Draw Rollouts
2
4
4
2

Concate
last step
concatenate
last step
last step

GQN Implementation: We strictly follow the paper for implementation details. The only difference
is we enhance the decoder in the renderer by adding two more convolutional layers.
A.3

DATASET D ETAILS

The size of objects are randomly chosen from 0.56 to 0.66. Each object is put on the floor of 3D
space with range of [−2, 2] along both x-axis and y-axis. We have three different types of object,
cube, sphere and cylinder with 6 different colors. For each dataset, we first randomly choose the
number objects in a scene, then randomly object type, color and their positions (x and y coordinates).
For each scene, we have 30 cameras put at a radius of 3, pointing at a squared area located at the
center, thus, the camera would not always look at the center point. The pitch is randomly chosen
from [−π/6., −π/7.] and the yaw is randomly chosen from [−π, π].
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